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From the President
John Flint

This last month the focus for your President and 
the rest of the committee has been on membership 
renewals.

I am pleased to report that the process has gone a 
lot smoother this year. Last year due to technology 
issues we did not send out the reminder till just 
before the renewal date. This year we managed to 
anticipate challenges and work it out ahead of time. 
For the most part it has proceeded very smoothly, 
not the least of which has been the work of our 
membership secretary Thuy Ho, ably assisted by 
Vivien de Remy de Courcelles giving admin support 
to process the payments and record the renewals.

We are well ahead of where we were last year 
with most members having renewed. It is hard to 
tell if we have lost many members as there does 
always seem to be some recalcitrants that are slow 
to renew. Very few have indicated that they won’t 
renew so at this stage it looks like the membership 
will be stable to modest growth from last year.

This can serve as a final reminder to members that 
have put off renewing to get on with it. There is still 
a month till access to the website is cut off but don’t 
wait till then!

One issue we are aware of is when renewing it is 
often one of the only times you need to log in to 
access the website. Passwords get forgotten. The 
system does send a very cryptic password when 
asked to reset password. It can be difficult to enter 
it in and get past the security system. All I can say 
is read the instructions carefully and if you really 
have no luck, send an email to the membership 
secretary membership@sbw.org.au to get you 
through the renewal process. It might be thought 
we can easily fix this to provide a simpler solution 
to password reset but it is baked into the product 
and we need to make additional changes. The SBW 
database system does contain personal information 
so while security can be seen as a nuisance it is very 
important and not to be dismissed.

On other membership issues it is my sad duty to 
report since the last newsletter the passing of two of 
our long standing honorary life members. You may 
have already seen the notification in the short notice 
program that Paul Barnes and Gretel Woodward had 
passed away. SBW send our heartfelt condolences 
to the family and remember them as outstanding 
club members.

New members
The committee approved the following new members at the June meeting:

Mike Barton

mailto:membership@sbw.org.au
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The Toughest SBW Leader of 2014 is…
 Richard Pattison

A tie! Alan Carpenter and Andrew Vilder are the 
joint “tough leader” champions!

It was interesting to read the Activities Secretary 
report in the May magazine detailing the 2014 
activities. I was looking forward to reading “part 2” 
in June discussing the SBW leaders performance of 
2014, however, it seems the Activities Secretaries 
have both abandoned their posts to gallivant 
through the Kimberley in June.

Hopefully I will keep the readers happy with an 
interim article. I’ve chosen to review the toughness 
of our leaders, hoping to award myself a gold medal. 
How disappointing, but at least I get bronze once I 
remove Helen Macdonald on the basis that she only 
lead 4 activities… well, there has to be some kind of 
minimum commitment surely? ;o) Actually, Helen is 
really #1 with a rating of 7.8.

Alan & Andrew are the toughest leaders using the 
“Grindlay Rating”, a scale that I discovered while 
searching the internet for tough-person ratings, the 
scale runs from 0 (S111) to 10 (X333E), however, 
the math behind the algorithm is rather complex 
and requires a high-spec machine to compute, and 
someone with a CPA to explain. 

What about our champions? It seems Alan prefers 
the “L332” activity variety, while Andrew chooses 
the “X321” grade. It seems both leaders offer 
training walks for endurance events like the North 
Face 100, with Andrew opting longer distances on 
roads/fire trails, and Alan opting for yo-yos in the 
Grose valley.

The chart illustrates the diversity of activities that 
SBW offers, with plenty of options: drinking nights 
by the social secretary, mid-week activities by Bill 
Holland, young-family walks by Vivien, kayaking by 
Don Andrews and day-walks nearer to Sydney by 
Nigel Weaver.

The chart however, only reveals one aspect of our 
leaders, their toughness. Hopefully part 2 of the 
Activities Secretaries’ article will reveal the range of 
interesting and exciting exploratory walks on offer. 
Notable in their absence from this chart: Paul Barton 
always leads interesting exploratory walks, yet at a 
level suitable for most members. And, Simon Hager 
with his exploratory canyons, hmm, come on Simon, 
try some harder canyons!

Walk updates

Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly 
program such as changes in walk dates. 

Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen 
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates. 
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Social Program

Wed 24 Jun - Terry Krieg - Modern Day Explorer. Hear about Terry Krieg dessert explorations 
including the Gammon ranges and the Willouran Ranges, the NW offshoot of the Flinders as well as his 
circumnavigation on foot of Lake Eyre itself. See article by Roger Treagus May magazine.

Wed 15 Jul - SBW Midwinter Feast. Fabulous SBW Midwinter Feast, drinks provided, bring a plate. 
More details closer to the time.

Wed 19 Aug - Larapinta. Larapinta is the Aboriginal word for ‘flowing water in creek’ and ‘flat 
country’. The Larapinta Trail could be loosely interpreted as ‘a long flowing track’. Come along and 
join Robert Carter and friends in recounting their adventure as they traverse the West MacDonnell 
Ranges from west to east over a 2 week period. They will share their trials and tribulations as well 
as photographic memories throughout this extraordinary experience.
All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm. 

The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.

Social Evenings are preceded by a pre meeting dinner at the Mad Italian, a cheap and cheerful Italian 
restaurant just around the corner at 5A Broughton St, where club members congregate from 6.30pm on.

Mystery Hikes
Richard Pattison

I was interested to read Patrick James’ article “A 
Short History of Bushwalking” in the April 2014 
edition of The Sydney Bushwalker. In the article 
Patrick touches on a series of “Mystery Hikes” from 
1932. I hadn’t heard of these hikes previously, so 
did some research and thought I’d share my findings 
with you:

Sydney’s five mystery hikes were organised by 
the railways and commercially sponsored by the 
department store F.J. Palmer and Sons. All walks 
were on Sunday’s, participants would gather at 
Central station and pay two-shillings for a chartered 
train to a mystery destination. The hikes were 
enormously popular, and hikers were accompanied 
by marching bands:

1. 26 June 1932, Waterfall to Audley. 2,240 hikers.
2. 10 July 1932, Valley Heights to Penrith. 2,909 

hikers.
3. 24 July 1932, Cowan to Brooklyn. 8,029 hikers.
4. 7 Aug 1932 – Stanwell Park. 6,000 hikers.
5. 21 Aug 1932 – not detailed.

The third Mystery Hike from Cowan Station to 
the Hawkesbury River used 12 trains to carry 
8,000 participants. Here are a couple of photos 
by Tom Lennon for your amusement and maybe 
astonishment?

More photos are available here: https://www.
f l i ck r.com/photos/powerhouse_museum/
sets/72157616502920636/

Leaving the special train at Waterfall to walk via 
Uloola Falls to Audley. Rosetta Lee is leading a 
variation of this walk on 16 Aug 2015. 

Dressed in their Sunday best, hiking down the 
GNW (as it now is) to Brooklyn. Robert Carter is 
reversing this walk on 17 June 2015.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/powerhouse_museum/sets/72157616502920636/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/powerhouse_museum/sets/72157616502920636/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/powerhouse_museum/sets/72157616502920636/
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New Walking Map for Berowra Valley National 
Park
George Foster, Friends of Berowra Valley Inc

A new high quality walking map of the Berowra 
Valley has been released by local voluntary service 
group, Friends of Berowra Valley (FBV). The various 
existing maps of the Park varied in purpose and not 
all of the features and walks were shown on one 
map. FBV sought input from NSW National Parks 
and Wildlife Service, the present managers of the 
new National Park and many walking authorities to 
put together the new map. 

Every approved walking track and fire trail in the 
Park is shown on the new map, along with easy 
reference to picnic and camping places, toilets, and 
historic locations.

The maps are available from the NPWS shops at 
Bobbin Head and Lane Cove National Park as well as 
Paddy Pallins on the corner of Druitt St and Kent St 
in the city. (Thanks George Elliot.)

NavShield 2015 Is Less Than Two Weeks Away

NavShield 2015 is fast approaching (http://www.
bwrs.org.au/?q=NavShield). The course is all set 
and flags hung.

Michael Browning is looking for teammates to enter 
the one day event. Michael wants to do it for fun 
and to practice and improve his navigation skills, 
rather than trying to win. Michael can be contacted 
at michael.f.browning@gmail.com.

Alex Allchin is looking for two team mates to join 
him and Alan Osland in the two-day event. They 
are  eyeing the top of the score board. Alex can be 
contacted at ajallchin@gmail.com.

Be quick: registration closes this Thursday at 
midnight.

This year’s event offers both easy and challenging 
checkpoints and is set less than three hour drive 
from Sydney in an area rarely visited by the club. 
The exact location will be revealed on Sunday.

A reminder that the club is reimbursing the team 
fee and you only have to pay the $27.50 idividual 
entry fee.

Here are a few photos to whet your appetite.

http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=NavShield
http://www.bwrs.org.au/?q=NavShield
mailto:michael.f.browning@gmail.com
mailto:ajallchin%40gmail.com?subject=NavShield
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Place Names
Tom Brennan

Now as anyone who knows me well will attest, I 
am a spelling, grammar and place name Nazi. 
Not quite at the level where I go around rubbing 
out apostrophes from greengrocers’ signs saying 
“Orange’s $2/kilo “, but close! 

So of course being Activities Secretary, I see a lot 
of place names come through in walks submissions 
and reports, and spend plenty of time correcting 
incorrect ones. And while I love our wonderful 
leaders and their contributions, there are always a 
few names that regularly grate on my finely tuned 
sensibilities. 

If you don’t ask, you don’t get, so I thought I’d 
share a few of them, with a bit of history, in the 
hope of educating ... and maybe getting a few less 
of the grating ones!

Dunphys Camping Area 

Back in the old days, for walks in the Wild Dogs, 
you used to start your walk down at the Green Gully 
property (commonly known as Carlons Farm). You 
parked at the bottom of the hill, near the bridge 
across Galong Creek, and after paying a parking 
fee, you walked up the hill to the saddle where the 
track down Carlon Creek starts. 

These days, the usual starting point is a nice grassy 
area up the top of the hill with picnic tables, campsite 
and views out over wilderness, known as Dunphys 
Camping Area. 

Now I never knew Myles Dunphy. But I do know that 
he never drove a car. So I’m sure he would be turning 
in his grave to hear people calling it “Dunphy’s car 
park”! The sign says Dunphys Camping Area (and see 
below for why it is missing an apostrophe)! Or if you 
want to add some historical context, call it Carlons 
(Farm). Or Green Gully. Or even Packsaddlers. But 
please ... it’s not Dunphy’s car park!

Coxs River (not Cox’s River)

The NSW Geographical Names Board was set up in 
1966. One of its guidelines for names is that:

“The possessive form should be avoided 
whenever possible without destroying the 
sound of the name or changing its descriptive 
application e.g. Howes Valley should be written 
without the apostrophe.”

In plain English, basically what this means is: “no 
apostrophes in place names”! 

You may or may not agree with the convention, but 
them’s the rules.

So even if you think it’s grammatically incorrect, 
things like Cox’s River or Govett’s Leap should in 
fact be Coxs River and Govetts Leap.

Korrowall Buttress/Koorowall Knife-Edge

Mt Solitary is a popular spot for bushwalkers. Most 
walkers approach from the narrow ridge that leads 
up from the Ruined Castle, known as the Koorowall 
Knife-Edge. 

Less well known is the “back door”, Korrowall Ridge 
(or Buttress), a long south facing ridge that juts 
out towards the 
dam, possibly first 
ascended by Gordon 
Smith and party in 
1935. It involves 
some scrambling 
lower down, and an 
exposed traverse 
to bypass Point 
Repulse.

Unfortunately the 
two names only 
differ by one letter 
so it’s somewhat 
understandable that 
I get a number of 
Korrowall Knife-
Edges!

You can read more 
about the “back 
door” in the article by Gordon Smith in the 1935 
Sydney Bush Walker Annual:

http://www.bushwalkermagazine.org/the-
annuals/1935-SBW-annual.pdf

Lockley Pylon (not Lockleys Pylon)

J.G. Lockley was a journalist for the Sydney Morning 
Herald in the 1930s, who wrote under the name 
“Redgum”. While he mainly wrote on gardening, he 
was at the famous meeting in the Blue Gum Forest 
in 1931 which negotiated the sale of the forest to the 
bushwalking movement, and subsequently helped 
publicise the fund raising efforts in the paper.

I’ll let Andy Macqueen tell the story, from his book 
Back from the Brink: Blue Gum Forest and the Grose 
Wilderness (2nd edition)

“Aged about seventy at the time, Lockley made 
the 600 metres descent into the valley from 
Bells Line of Road and climbed all the way out 
to Blackheath - a distance of at least fourteen 
kilometres. On the way up Govetts Creek he 

http://www.bushwalkermagazine.org/the-annuals/1935-SBW-annual.pdf
http://www.bushwalkermagazine.org/the-annuals/1935-SBW-annual.pdf
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Kakadu

www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au rrwillis@internode.on.net    Ph: 08 8985 2134

Willis’s Walkabouts

Join us and see why so many of our clients come back again

and again.

THIRTY years leading tours plus another ten exploring the park with

the Darwin Bushwalking Club. And, as the sole bushwalking

representative on the official Kakadu Tourism Consultative

Committee, Russell Willis always has the latest information.

Our trips are designed to offer you the best that Kakadu has to offer in

each of its six seasons. That’s right, SIX seasons. Forget the Wet and

Dry of the tourist brochures. The local Aboriginal people recognised six

seasons. So do we. The only way to understand how different they

really are is to experience them for yourself.

We know which creeks are flowing when, which 4WD tracks are likely

to be open, when the vegetation makes walking easy and when it

makes it hard. We offer a huge variety of trips so that we can give you

the best possible bushwalking experience at any time of year.

remarked on the great rocky ‘pylon’ which was 
to take his name. Later, when speaking of his 
accomplishments he would modestly say ‘Well, 
I’ve done little, but the others haven’t got a 
pylon!’ The Sydney Bush Walkers later rewarded 
Lockley for his assistance with the campaign, by 
making him an honorary member.”

But, like a fair number of features named after 
people, it doesn’t have an “s” on the end. So it’s 
not “Lockleys Pylon”, it’s just Lockley Pylon. Like 
Docker Buttress, Du Faur Head, Walford Walls or 
Hilary Falls.

Ku-ring-gai Chase/Mt Kuring-gai

This one even mystifies me. 

Somewhere, somehow, someone decided that the 
mountain would be called Kuring-gai (one hyphen), 
when everywhere else it’s Ku-ring-gai (two 
hyphens). Seems silly, but that’s the way it is.

Wollangambe

As a long name of presumably aboriginal origin, 
it’s perhaps not surprising that this one gets a 
few different spellings. You can Google things like 
“Wallangambe”, “Wollongambe”, “Wollangambi”, 
and you’ll get plenty of hits. To be fair, it also had a 
few different spellings before the current spelling of 
Wollangambe got accepted. There’s some interesting 

history from Andy Macqueen on the name, and why 
it might not have been the name of the river at all.

http://www.mtwilson.com.au/images/stories/PDF/
Historical_Paper_No_15_-_Wollangambe_-_The_
river_that_is_really_a_mountain.pdf

Firetrail/carpark

Hard to make this interesting. These words have 
spaces in them. Fire trail. Car park. ‘Nuff said. 

http://www.mtwilson.com.au/images/stories/PDF/Historical_Paper_No_15_-_Wollangambe_-_The_river_that_is_really_a_mountain.pdf
http://www.mtwilson.com.au/images/stories/PDF/Historical_Paper_No_15_-_Wollangambe_-_The_river_that_is_really_a_mountain.pdf
http://www.mtwilson.com.au/images/stories/PDF/Historical_Paper_No_15_-_Wollangambe_-_The_river_that_is_really_a_mountain.pdf
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Great North Walk Adventure - Lyrebirds, Leeches 
and Fallen Timber
Robert Carter

Like many, the Great North Walk was a mere entry 
in a speculative bucket list of walks that I had every 
intention of attempting at some stage however it 
is now done and dusted and was truly worth the 
effort.

Our walking group consisted of Marianne Watts 
and Geoff Kelly (visitor) from Melbourne, Geoff 
Bishop, Di Bradbury, Pernille Jellestad (our Danish 
visitor), Glenn Draper and me. The plan was that 
the main group would head off from the Obelisk in 
Macquarie Place on 18/5/15 with Pernille leaving us 
at Brooklyn and Glenn joining. If everything went 
to plan we would complete the walk in 12 days on 
29/5/15 upon reaching Queens Wharf in Newcastle. 
However we did decide to bypass the Patonga to 
Wondabyne leg due to lack of suitable campsites for 
the group size.

Planning an extended walk always has its challenges 
and this one was no different. The main challenges 
were food drops to lighten the pack load, availability 
of good water close to camp, campsite location and 
size, and crossing Calna Creek. Geoff Bishop and 
I spent a day delivering food and some special 
goodies to our designated drop locations during the 
week prior - Thornleigh Scout Centre, Cowan Store, 
Somersby Store, Yarramalong Store and a buried 
cache near Watagan Forest HQ – and two water 
drops near the Quarry Campsite south of Somersby 
and Watagan Forest HQ. As far as the size of our 
chosen campsites to fit the group we would just 
take pot luck and make do when we arrived each 
afternoon.

As it turned out, there had been a number of changes 
not reflected in the Wildwalks or GNW Guidebook 
including new water tanks at Walkers Rest Area, Flat 
Rock Campsite and Barraba Campsite although we 
did carry water (uphill) to each of these high camps.

The below table contains our itinerary, distances 
and ascent/descent for each day (approx. actuals 
as recorded on GPS).

The walk itself was along a mix of bush tracks 
(predominantly), fire/management trails and 
suburban streets. There were plenty of hills, creek 
crossings (including a low tide crossing of Calna 
Creek and semi flooded crossing of Mooney Mooney 
Creek), rain and mud. 

The constants throughout the walk were the fallen 
timber blocking tracks following the storms earlier in 

Date Start End Distance Ascent Descent
18/5/15 Macquarie Place Thornleigh SC 29.8 km 1015m 702m

19/5/15 Thornleigh SC Calna Creek 24.9 km 742m 886m

20/5/15 Calna Creek Brooklyn Dam 25.6 km 1194m 1128m

21/5/15 Brooklyn Dam Quarry Campsite 24.2 km 747m 590m

22/5/15 Quarry Campsite Archery Campsite 23.5 km 1152m 815m

23/5/15 Archery Campsite Walkers Rest Area 26.3 km 841m 707m

24/5/15 Walkers Rest Area Flat Rock Campsite 22.1 km 1140m 874m

25/5/15 Flat Rock Campsite Barraba Campsite 22.9 km 869m 743m

26/5/15 Barraba Campsite Hunter Lookout 15.9 km 466m 446m

27/5/15 Hunter Lookout Sugarloaf Range 15.7 km 821m 903m

28/5/15 Sugarloaf Range Warners Bay (Hotel) 19.3 km 309m 582m

29/5/15 Warners Bay (Hotel) Queens Wharf 22.0 km 428m 393m

Total 272.2km 9724m 8769m
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the month – significant challenges were experienced 
throughout the Watagans requiring acrobatics and 
diligence to stay on track. An astonishing number of 
leeches especially on the Somersby to Yarramalong 
leg when it was raining – literally hundreds removed 
throughout the day at regular de-leeching stops. 
The constant debate as to ‘what constitutes a hill’ vs 
‘relatively short incline’ – this being said, everyone 
did end up embracing the challenge and loving the 
hills (not!). And then there were the enchanting 
calls of Lyrebirds throughout the entire walk.

With the exception of Flat Rock Campsite and an ad 
hoc bush site on a ridgeline in the Sugar Loaf Range, 
all were roomy, flat and adequately catered for our 
needs (even the B-Double tent used by Marianne 
and Geoff).

We met three other walkers along the way who were 
undertaking the walk solo however we expected that 
only one of our fellow adventurers would complete. 
The hospitality and support provided by the various 
local stores along the way was fantastic for the 
spirits and diet !

John Kennett met us at the Somersby Store in 
appalling rain and cold conditions to add his support 
and take a few snaps for the SBW Facebook page – 
and finish off our leftover hot chips. A vote of thanks 
to John Hungerford (Bush Club) who led a walk over 
14 days a couple of weeks prior and was a great 
sounding board during the planning phase and 
shared his insights the day prior to our departure.

The highlights – the constant songs of the Lyrebirds, 
amazing rain forests between Somersby and 
Yarramalong and throughout the Watagans (Hunter 
Lookout to Heaton Lookout led was a standout), 
scenic lookouts – especially Hunter Lookout at day 
9 campsite and Heaton Lookout, Barraba Campsite 
amongst the Grass Trees, the Warners Bay Hotel 
(plenty of rehydration was undertaken by all), our 
finish at Queens Wharf (Hotel), and no injuries 
except for a few blisters, bumps and bruises.

The not so highlights – constant leeches, hard 
surface road walking at either end, negotiating 
fallen timber and the lack of facilities at designated 
campsites along the way – could definitely be 
improved and make a huge difference for minimal 
investment and long days. 

It was a fantastic group to walk with and everyone 
got along well although, at times, the conditions 
and challenges of long hard days did take their toll 
but we got through it together. It was quite amazing 
the number of happy hours had along the way 
(including some strategically placed beverages) 
considering the loads that everyone was carrying - 
however early nights were definitely the norm.

This is a walk that I would definitely undertake 
again (most likely May 2016 – stay tuned) and has 
ignited a fire for more extended walks already being 
planned !

Photos contributed by Marianne Watt, Geoff Kelly, 
Geoff Bishop & Robert Carter.
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Emmanuelle Convert

Leaders: After the activity, please fill in the google form on the SBW website here.  Email your photos to   
e_convert@hotmail.com and the editor@sbw.org.au

Please keep the signature sheet as this is a legal document. If you want your report to be published as an 
article, email the report and any photos (jpeg or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au. 

Walks and Activities Report

2 May 2015 Spion Kop, Brisbane Waters Brisbane Waters NP

Eight hardy souls set out with fairly horrendous weather forecasts threatening. 
It was wet, as promised, but everyone stayed cheerful even in the face of flooded 
creeks and uneven distribution of leeches amongst the group. We had a day 
of mixed terrain from fire trails to paths to pads to bush bash, and challenges 
in both vertical direction (iron rungs and rope) and horizontal direction (long 
wading stretches and slippery tree trunk estuary crossings). A good group and 
a fun day despite nature's best efforts!

Angela Beveridge

Genevieve Savill
David Angell
Michael Browning
Joan Chan
Andrew Vilder

P Members

Peter Beveridge
Alexa Bullen

2 May 2015 Wentworth Falls Blue Mountains NP

It was WET. We started walking in the rain and it only got worse. Our original 
route to descend Sublime Point was abandoned and other routes came to mind. 
These ideas were quickly changed as the rain got heavier. It was so wet even 
the leeches didn't come out to bite until Roberts Pass. Our feet ended up a 
writhing mass of leeches. There was no where dry to eat lunch and as we 
walked the streets back to Leura I spotted a bus stop with a shelter. Yes, we ate 
lunch by the side of the road in a bus shed. Our leeches ended up behind the 
bus shelter. After lunch we made our way to Leura and dry shoes.

Angela Barton

P Members

Michael Barton
Ewa Borowiec

Have you seen the latest Colong 
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the  
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au

The latest edition of the  
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for 

downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/bushwalker-

archives/

http://sbw.org.au/walk-reporting
mailto:editor%40sbw.%20org.au?subject=
http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
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2 - 3 May 2015 100 Man Cave Kanangra-Boyd NP

There is really only one way to describe this – the weather was bloody awful ! 
Most of the party had camped overnight in the shelter at Boyd River and had a 
most uncomfortable night. Given the conditions everyone was given the choice 
to join the walk or bail out and four (4) of our number decided to return home 
and dry out. This left four (4) intrepid souls to battle the elements and complete 
the walk.

It rained most of the day Saturday on top of the thick fog/clouds limiting 
visibility. Gordon Smith Pass was a cascade and Crafts Walls a waterfall. Despite 
this the group was upbeat and just put their heads down and grinded it out 
reaching 100 Man Cave early afternoon. There was no problem finding water as 
the face of the cave was also a waterfall. We managed to get a small fire going 
however the previous group had used all of the fire wood pile in the cave and 
there was only scraps however we did have a fantastic Happy Hour!

An early departure Sunday with improved conditions – just walking in fog and 
cloud – and some glimpses of the magnificent scenery when a slight breeze 
cleared the fog at times.

I take my hat off to the ladies (all Prospectives) who battled the elements 
and were a lot of fun and great company throughout. Congratulations to all 
three (3) on completing an overnight Q-walk and especially Bronwen who now 
qualifies for full membership – well done guys

Robert Carter

Pernille Jellestad

P Members

Kelly O'Reilly
Bronwen O'Dwyer

5 May 2015 Neils Nose Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

At last, a sunny day. The rough track to Arthur Trig is rougher than usual 
following the high winds two weeks ago, with many branches and fallen trees 
across the track. After the Trig, the track meanders, as though the person who 
put it in kept changing their mind which way to go. Finally, it reaches the long 
rock platforms south of the Mount, and the ridge line to the Nose, with terrific 
views over the local waterways. Strangely, someone has recently etched what 
appears to be fake aboriginal engravings at one location. Apart from that, a 
great little walk in almost pure bush close to Sydney.

John Kennett

Kin Lee
Penny Pang
Kevin Williams 
Lynn Dabbs
Doreen Provan

Visitors

9 others from Bush 
Club

7 May 2015 Seaforth Explorer Garigal NP

Four of us set off this week from Currie Road, Forestville. We first headed along 
the Currie Road Track taking the turn off to the Natural Bridge and then climbed 
the hill up to the Bluff Track and the spectacular views of Sydney. Next up we 
continued around Bantry Bay climbing the Timber Getter steps (although no 
one was keen to turn around and climb them again), the Endeavours track and 
finally back to Forestville Park. A very pleasant evening with great company.

Genevieve Savill

Jim Close
Tracy Edwards
Philip Worledge
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8 - 10 May 2015 NAV101 Kanangra-Boyd NP

Cold and windy all weekend with a week sun peeking out now and then. A 
camp fire in Queen Pin Gully cheered the party of three, the rum and lemon 
helped too. With just two trainees present they had a busy time navigating over 
the two day weekend and are now a lot more confident in handling map and 
compass. GPS use was touched on, but the emphasis was on interpreting the 
map and using the compass off track.

Don Finch

Meredith Junor

P Members

Paul Tuplin

9 May 2015 Grose Valley Blue Mountains NP

A cool and clear morning in the mountains saw us begin our walk to Lockley's 
Pylon. The views were great. We ate morning tea on Govetts Creek and then 
met several large parties at the huge blue gum where the tracks converge. 
Lunch was eaten near the memorial before our return trip. Virginia thinks it is a 
great walk because you finish with a "downhill run" to the cars.

Angela Barton

Virginia Waller

P Members

Margot Bull

9 May 2015 Exploring Crankeys Creek Morton NP

Wonderful company and a beautiful day to explore this area. Part of the plan 
was to find access to the bottom of a pass that breaks thru the cliffline behind 
Griffins Farm. Terrain got a bit too steep, bit too dangerous so we made a 
strategic retreat and headed down to Crankeys Creek. Unexpected find of 
grinding grooves in creek.

Melinda Turner

Joanne Armstrong 
Gilda Floyd 
Michael Floyd
Glenn Draper 
Jim Close

9 May 2015 Mt Solitary Blue Mountains NP

The Mount Solitary traverse is always a great way to spend the day. Fantastic 
views of the Jamison combined with a very solid walk. What made this an extra 
special day was El Presidente producing a delicious cake from his backpack 
for our morning tea on top of the ruined castle. Not just any cake mind you. A 
Hazelnut Orange Vegan cake and a great deal of effort went into its production. 
Late night runs to the supermarket, including and excluding certain ingredients 
and remixing of said ingredients after the cake was in the oven! A superb job 
and he didn't have to carry it any further that day. Thanks John.

Frances Bottrell

John Flint
Michelle Rose
Nicola Piper
Cathy Hui
Tracey Avolio
Simon Tellam

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, found 

by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical Walks Record

www.sbw.org.au

Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception to the 
present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done there in the past! 

Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!

http://www.sbw.org.au/
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9 - 10 May 2015 Yodellers Range east end Wollemi NP

This walk has impressive views if its clear with traverses of high rocky outcrop 
ridges with large cliffs either side. There is rough terrain and easier parts, a bit 
of rock scrambling, occasional steep grades, and some height exposure plus 
some scrub to push through that is an eye hazard. Its a walk with great value 
but has some tough parts and it is necessary to abseil off the range to get out 
within a 2 day weekend.

Everyone was provided with extensive trip notes and maps and were questioned 
about their ability to undertake the walk due to its nature. Everyone completed 
the walk though one person had difficulty coping with physical demands and 
skills this walk requires. During the early stages of the walk it turned out 
that their skills and capability did not match what they claimed. They were 
subsequently provided with support to enable them to complete the walk safely.

Kevin Songberg

Sue Bucknell
Scott Kirby
Kevin Songberg

Visitors

Rob Hynes
Lilian Chan
John Thearle
Anne Turner

9 - 10 May 2015 Blue Pup Spur Blue Mountains NP

An initial party of six had thinned out to two by the time we left Dunphy’s on 
Saturday morning in perfect weather. After heading down Ironmonger Spur to 
the Cox’s, we carried along the east bank without any crossings, to Merrigal 
Creek. The last kilometre involved a bit of scrambling, and it might have been 
easier and simpler to just get wet feet. There is an elevated flat above the 
mouth of Merrigal Creek that was ideal for our two tents. On the Sunday we 
went straight up Blue Pup Spur. A bit scrubby for the first 100 metres, but then 
opened out nicely. We continued on to the cliff edge on Cattle Dog Ridge to 
admire the views. Tim expertly navigated through the exit off Cattle Dog Ridge 
and we made it to Breakfast Creek for lunch and out via Hobble’s Spur in the 
early afternoon. An excellent Wild Dogs tour in perfect bushwalking weather.

Christopher Birch

Tim Hager

10 May 2015 Blue Gum Forest Blue Mountains NP

On a sunny but very windy morning, six met behind the Ivanhoe Pub at 
Blackheath. Quick drive down to Govett's Leap and made an 8:30 start along 
the cliffline, maintaining a moderately fast pace, to Pulpit Rock. A fair number 
of trees down across the path, no doubt a consequence of the recent rain and 
high winds. After taking in the view from Pulpit Rock, we proceeded along the 
road to Perry's Lookdown. High wind continuing. Morning tea at the cairn just 
below Perry's. Down to Blue Gum, across the river and up Du Faur Buttress. 
With a firm deadline of 12:30 for having lunch and turning back, we made it to 
the top with minutes to spare. Missed out on the extension to Lockley Pylon, 
which in any case, with the wind increasing still further, would have been less 
than enjoyable. Back down to Blue Gum and then by the standard route to 
Junction Rock (afternoon tea), up to the base of Bridal Veil Falls and the climb 
back to Govett's, arriving 4:35. A very enjoyable day out.

David Angell

Simon Tellam
Petros Nikoloudis
Angela Beveridge

P Members

Alexa Bullen
Peter Beveridge
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10 May 2015 Intermediate Abseiling Workshop Wahroonga

It was the first time I had put this workshop on the program, and I had only a 
vague agenda for the day. To get the most out of the session, it was up to the 
participants to ask questions and try things out, and everyone certainly did that. 
Apart from tying anchors and coiling and tossing ropes, we tried abseiling with 
different descenders, abseiled on ropes of different speeds, practised locking 
off descenders in various ways and learnt how to self-belay. Everyone did some 
prusiking practice, including a few who climbed the whole wall. Most of the 
day was spent on the "easy" wall, so we finished by setting up a few drops 
with some nasty starts, and most people tried some sit starts as an approach 
to handling overhangs. We also did an example of top belaying, as well as the 
question of what do you do if you lose your descender (Munter hitch is one 
answer). Overall a good day of workshopping, and an enthusiastic group. One 
I'll probably put on again next year.

Tom Brennan

Josette Squires
Ed Squires
John Robb
Elizabeth Sharaq

P Members

Jon Bell

13 May 2015 Coast Track (Otford to Bundeena) Royal NP

A chilly start to the day was rewarded with mainly blue skies offering very 
clear views up and down the coast throughout this scenic walk. Our final hour 
into Bundeena was accompanied by extremely cold wind and some light rain 
blowing in from a large storm front moving up the coast.

A very engaged and chatty group throughout the walk with Tony Manes sharing 
his deep knowledge of the area including the ‘original’ Coast Track that is now 
mostly overgrown.

Our post walk celebration was held on the low wall outside of Bundeena IGA 
sipping ‘beverages’ from brown paper bags – can’t wait until Bundeena RSL re-
opens !

Congratulations to Prospective Members Kris Collister and Sarah Jones on 
completing their Q-walk and welcome back to Marianne Davies.

Robert Carter

Di Bradbury
Marianne Davies
Tony Manes

P Members

Kris Collister
Sarah Jones

Visitor

Garry McQuinn

14 May 2015 Kulnura Forest Explorer McPherson State Forest

Sunny day. The problem with exploring is that sometimes we don't find what we 
are looking for. A search along the cliff line at the end of the Airfield Trail failed 
to locate the Back to Back Kangaroos Cave but the area was, nonetheless, 
really beautiful. Many more places to explore in this relatively unknown area.

John Kennett

John Flint
Jan Mohandras
Margaret Mohandras

Visitors

4 from Bush Club

14 May 2015 Hornsby Hills Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Apart from the leader being stuck in traffic and late to their own walk, everything 
went according to plan although there were also a few false starts finding the 
right track in the dark around Fishponds. This is a nice circuit incorporating a 
few good hills and all up a good workout.

Genevieve Savill

Angela Beveridge
Jim Close
Melinda Long

P Members

Pete Beveridge
Alexa Bullen

16 May 2015 Berowra to Cowan via Berowra Waters Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Anyone who has walked through Galston Gorge knows about the chickens that 
live there. Well the Galston Gorge Chickens have competition. The Cowan Cafe 
has a flock of very chatty Chinese Silkys (and others) behind the cafe that are 
definitely worth a look next time you are there. Oh, and the coffees not too bad 
either.

Frances Bottrell

Wayne Gardner
Michelle Rose
Angela Beveridge
Petros Nickoludos
Mary Liu
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16 May 2015 The Burgh Track Royal NP

The Burgh Track is a route from Helensburgh to the coast through Garawarra. 
Getting onto the right track is a little tricky due to numerous trail bike tracks 
nearby. The section between the Hacking River and Garawarra Farm has many 
trees down across it, and NPWS have been notified of the issue. Lunch was 
spent on a rock platform just short of Figure 8 Pool which couldn’t be reached 
due to the high tide. We were however treated to some mighty crashing waves. 
Retracing our steps back to Helensburgh, we visited an old train tunnel full of 
glow worms which put on a Milky Way like display.

Alex Allchin

Pam Campbell
Sarah Gough
Misako Sugiyama

P Members

David Campling
Scott Lee
Adrian Mango

Visitor

Cameron Allchin

16 - 17 May 2015 Mount Cloudmaker and Gingra Range Kanangra-Boyd NP

A good walk that went well. Coolish weather, ideal for walking. Great campsite. 
Excellent company.

Of note was the sighting on Friday night, by Owen and Michele, of a quoll, on 
the road up the hill from Jenolan Caves.

Owen Kimberley

Michele Powell
Carol Desain
Wil Desain
Ryan Swain
David Merrick

P Members

Geoff Goodyer

17 May 2015 Govetts Valley Lookouts Blue Mountains NP

All went well. Nice cool day good for climbing hills. The prospective members 
George Cagle and Matthew Dickerson walked well on a walk that had 1300m of 
ascents. I would recommend them to the leaders of any other walks.

Paul Barton

Angela Barton

P Members

George Cagle
Matthew Dickerson

17 May 2015 Bridge to Bridge - Sydney Harbour Sydney Harbour

This was a combined SBW/NPA walk linking the biggest steel arch bridge (SHB) 
to the second biggest (Clifford Love) by following the shoreline most of the way 
from Lavender Bay to the upper Lane Cove River. The walk was about crossing 
ridges and following valleys all of which are now reserves with walking tracks, 
all of which are linked so that over 75% of the walk is in bush. Because of 
the number of reserves we walked through there were more public toilets on 
this walk than I can remember ever seeing before. We had lunch at the very 
salubrious Riverview College rotunda followed by a healthy off track bush bash 
around the college perimeter. Perhaps the most remote part of the walk was 
through the lovely named Boreen, which is the bush along the Lane Cove River 
left bank upstream of Fig Tree bridge. After negotiating a construction fence in 
Blackmans Park we finally made it to Madgala Reserve in East Ryde at 3:45pm 
and the big anticlimax, the Clifford Love Bridge, billed as Australia's second 
biggest steel arch bridge but a toy along side the biggest, where we started. 
The weather smiled on us all day which was great since it had poured most 
of the previous week. An unusual and interesting route through some secret 
corners of Sydney

Roger Treagus

Claire Haywardis
Melinda Long
Raf Byron
Margaret Carey
Jenny Stephens
Pamela Irving
Joanne Yip
Kevin Songberg
Jeab Huang
Jan McLean

Visitor

Will Rogers
Peter Lefmann
Umesh Bhargava
Thuy Ho
Lydia Chua
Florence Cho
Winni Ho
Sue Kettles
Ron Horvath
Hillary Chesworth
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17 May 2015 Starlights Trail Nattai NP

We met 9:00am at Hill Top. Very good weather. 9C degree in there. Park just 
re-opened for maintenance. We started from the top of the hill & down 430m 
to Emmet Flat camp ground. It was a very nice walk. We arrived at the camp 
ground before noon. Sat near an antique kitchen for our early lunch. Glenn told 
us the history about this area. Glenn knows this area very well. We returned 
before 1 pm to see the Nattai River. We need to climb up 430m to the car 
park. 14 km. The leader, Rosetta, is always the last one. All the participants 
were fitter than me. Marc Allas was interested in leading walks. Jim, Glenn & 
I promised to support him. I look forward to seeing him to lead a walk. We 
finished very early at 3:00pm. Everyone enjoyed the walk.

Rosetta Lee

Glenn Draper
Marc Allas
Sheila McDowall
Jim Close

P Members

Frank Alvaro
Lynette Gill

18 - 29 May 2015 Great North Walk Brisbane Waters NP etc…

A bucket list walk that had been in planning for a couple of years and now after 
12 days and approx. 250km it’s over !

Our walk commenced at The Obelisk in Macquarie Place near Circular Quay 
and ended at Queens Wharf, Newcastle although we did bypass the Patonga to 
Wondabyne section due to limited campsites to fit the group. The fresh, clean 
and enthusiastic faces on the first day certainly changed a little throughout the 
walk as we battled long days, some rain, many hills (although the definition of 
a hill was hotly disputed many times throughout each day), leeches in plague 
proportions and the constant fallen timber following recent storms.

Although some are deterred by the road and fire trail sections of the walk it is 
a spectacular route and well worth doing with amazing scenery and a variety 
of forest types with many, many kilometres of pristine wilderness and beautiful 
bushland tracks to simply enjoy whilst listening to the ever present Lyrebirds.

A fantastic group with whom to walk and lead with everyone working together 
to support and encourage one another through the more tortuous sections – 
congratulations to all on completing this challenging walk !

(Please refer to newsletter article for more details.)

Robert Carter

Geoff Bishop
Marianne Watt
Di Bradbury
Pernille Jellestad
Glenn Draper

Visitor

Geoff Kelly

21 May 2015 Sphinx/Warrimoo/Darri Track Circuit Ku-ring-gai NP

Just five of us signed up for tonight's walk. A very pleasant evening walking the 
Sphinx, Warrimoo and Darri tracks before crossing Bobbin Head Road and some 
fire trails back to the cars. All up we covered approx 11kms in 2.5hours. Much 
more enjoyable than being at home in front of the TV!

Genevieve Savill

Jim Close
Melinda Long
Tracy Edwards
Philip Worledge

23 - 24 May 2015 Newnes Tops Winter Canyons Wollemi NP

An excellent high camp overlooking a mist cloaked valley lined with towering 
cliffs. We descended two high quality winter canyons but left one out there, 
finishing both days after dark. General consensus was that I under-graded the 
w/e with some challenging abseils and down-climbs + some scrubby off-track 
walking. Well... I previously observed the "first lady of Australian canyoning" 
make the descent look trivial, hence the grading, but, that obviously confirms 
her position at the top of the sport.

Richard Pattison

Alan Osland
John Flint
Tom Brennan

Visitor

Alicia Osland

23 May 2015 Wild Dog Mountains Blue Mountains NP

Short notice walk. Clear sunny day, hence great views from the tops of Faithful 
Hound, Cattle Dog and Bellbird Ridges. Very good company. An enjoyable walk 
with no dramas.

Chris Dowling

Owen Kimberley
Michele Powell
Melinda Turner
Alan Carpenter
Andrew Vilder
Tim Sutherland

P Members

Ross Jamieson
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23 May 2015 Otford to Austinmer Illawarra SCA

Setting out, we soon encountered our first ‘obstacle’ which everyone climbed 
well. Then it was into the dark abyss of of the train tunnel where voices carried 
and footsteps echoed. Popping out the end, a brief stroll through Stanwell Park 
past the beach and up to the station had us onto the Wodi-Wodi track. Whilst 
it isn’t overgrown, it is sloping and loose in many places underfoot making for 
slow going. In future, I cut further along the beach to avoid this section. The 
rest of the trip was mainly on the escarpment which we climbed up to, and 
many good view were had along the way. Towards the end, the track is new (not 
marked on a topo) and is easy walking. Reaching Sublime Point with time to 
spare, we took a break and a coffee was even ordered by one member, before 
descending steeply down a series of staircase-like ladders to Austinmer. A fun 
variation on the Stanwell to Austinmer, and we even made the train! The route 
can be seen here - http://goo.gl/KU2HK5

Alex Allchin

Wayne Gardner
Sarah Gough
Patricia Huang
Kin Lee
Penny Pang

P Members

Jean Huang
Peter Marshall
Andrew Price

23 - 24 May 2015 Ettrema - Myall Creek Morton NP

“Sunny winter weather for the walk, we managed to get around “”The Waterfall 
of Death””, bypassing it using the steep ridge to the south.

All the creeks were full after rain during the week, and pretty cold.  A blazing fire 
was very welcome at the end to the day. Next morning saw us make excellent 
time to Transportation Spur, with clear views from Pardon Point. 

A fun weekend, with a great crew, to be repeated in reverse in warmer weather.”

Lucy Keatinge

Tracey Avolio 
Meredith Juror 
Tim Hagar 
Neil Hickson 
Josette Squires 
Edward Squires

P Members

Clive Roberts

23 - 24 May 2015 Rainbow Bluff Camping Kanangra-Boyd NP

After a rainy Friday, we met on Saturday am in Kanangra walls car park for 
a beautiful sunny Winter-ish weekend of walking. We wandered to Cottage 
rock for a sunny morning tea, then descended the dappled light (cold in the 
shade!) to Orange Bluff. A beautiful place for late lunch but too early for camp 
so we proceeded (with a shoes off, and really really really cold Kowmung river 
crossing) to Rainbow bluff for the big camping flat, wombat maze and leisurely 
campfire. Well done to Rachel for numerous trips up the ridge for firewood and 
Paul for gathering the largest logs. Conversation extended as we all refused to 
go to bed early, going well past bushwalkers midnight. Once the grog, cheese, 
chips and numerous chocolate had been consumed, we drifted to sleep and 
woke to the cold and condensation. The horse hair worms left us unscathed 
as we packed up and found several ways up to the track on Roots ridge and 
a day of steady ascents on Giggly Range (others know it as Gingra range) 
in the sunshine. Lunch on Cottage rock was appreciated as we let our feet 
breathe and enjoyed the 360 deg views. Onwards and up to coal seam cave we 
met the Bush Club party that had camped on Christies creek (and broke the 
much talked about campfire seated log!). Back to Kanangra car park and then 
long drive to Lapo for some dinner. Thanks all for a fantastic weekend where 
everyone chipped in with jobs, jokes and joviality.

Frances Bottrell/ 
Lisa Sheldon

Rachel Grindlay
Bill Raffle

P Members

Paul Tuplin

SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.
Mention the Paddy Pallin ad in this newsletter and they will honor this offer!

http://goo.gl/KU2HK5
http://www.paddypallin.com.au/
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24 May 2015 Taronga to Manly Sydney Harbour

Lovely day for a harbour walk. Nice varied walk with many great views. A really 
pleasant day with good company.

John Kennett

Jim Close
Melinda Long
Michael Browning
Nikolay Georgievskiy

P Members

Diana Shypula
Edie Zhang
Peter Sheridan

Visitor

Joy Chin

24 May 2015 World Tour of Avalon Avalon

It's called the world tour because we walk a big anticlockwize circuit of this 
bushy suburb taking in coastal rocks and cliffs,the northern edge at Careel Bay, 
the central spine in the two big reserves (Stapylton and Angophera), the west 
coast in Clareville, and the southern plateau in Bilgola. On the map it looks like a 
stroll in the park but it isnt. Even the toughest bushwalkers amongst us started 
to question my underestimate of the distance we were walking. The highlights 
included the narrow ridge off track bit next to the 150m drop into the ocean 
that suddenly came into a back yard, the track in deep forest past the world's 
biggest angophera tree, the lazy lunch right on Pittwater at an ice cream shop 
and afternoon tea on Pittwater. The only problem was at the beginning where 
the surf was too dangerous to try the coastal rock hopping to St Michael's cave 
so we walked to it on the drier rock platform from the other end at Bangalley 
Reserve. In summary a "decent" day's walk considering it was in the suburbs.

Roger Treagus

Jenny Stephens
Nigel Wingate
Brian Tomney
Isabelle Moss
Terry Moss
Richard Darke
Misako Sugiyama
Jan McLean

http://www.vivaexpeditions.com
http://www.vivaexpeditions.com
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24 May 2015 Tour of Breakfast Ck Ridges Blue Mountains NP

Beautiful cool, clear and crisp autumn day ideal for climbing hills. The view 
from Faithful Hound is well worth the effort of climbing the steep ridge. Angela 
showed us a nice cave with an old log book that has only about 10 entries in it 
since 1985. If you are interested to know of its whereabouts email me.

Neil had a close run thing with a wombat that charged him from behind a tree, 
forcing Neil to hurdle the little barrel of bone and muscle. It’s always amusing 
when no one is harmed and it doesn’t happen to you.

Overall a great day out in the doggies.

Paul Barton

Angela Barton
Neil Soutar
Brendon Anderson

28 May 2015 Lane Cove River Circuit (Evening Walk) Lane Cove NP

Despite the leader missing the deadline to advertise the walk in the Short Notice 
Activity program, an email to the regular Thursday night walkers resulted in 9 
of us meeting at Chatswood West to enjoy the loop around Lane Cove River. It 
was another perfect walking night with good company.

Genevieve Savill

Angela Beveridge
Tracy Edwards
Melinda Long
Susan Healey
Philip Worledge
Judy Dent

P Members

Pete Beveridge
Alexa Bullen

30 May 2015 5 Mountains of The Wild Dogs Blue Mountains NP

We started walk 8.10am from Galongs Farm on a cool overcast day but 
thankfully no rain. Admired some beautiful views with a short meal break at 
Blackhorse Ridge Lookout. Had another short break on Mt Mouin taking in more 
spectacular scenery continued walk along the top of The Wild Dogs through to 
Mt Blackhorse found a pass up to summit of Mt Warrigal, onto Mt Merrimerigal & 
Mt Dingo for late lunch in the pleasant afternoon sun with those amazing views 
around Splendour Rock. 

Another short break on nose of Cattle Dog Ridge looking at more scenery in 
afternoon Sunlight. By the time we started our final ascent of Hobbles Spur 
darkness had descended. A nice group of people to walk with maintained a 
good pace all day finishing walk 6.20pm. The Day & Evening was completed 
with a relaxing dinner at The Ivanhoe Hotel Blackheath.

Alan Carpenter

Lyonel Tan
Jane Fielding
Einion Thomas
John Currie
Helen Macdonald
Andrew Vilder

30 May 2015 Jamison Valley Blue Mountains NP

A fairly fast pace saw us on the Col for morning tea. The traverse of Solitary 
went well with great views to the north and south. We had a good stretch of 
the legs around the Federal Pass with a quick afternoon tea at the start of the 
landslide. We finished at 4.30 as the temperature began to drop.

Angela Barton

John Flint
Nicola Piper
Tracey Avolio
Tim Yewdell
Cathy Hui
Joanne Armstrong
Paul Notholt
Petros Nikoloudis
Bronwen O'Dwyer
Michelle Rose

P Members

Kelly O'Reilly
Michael Barton

30 - 31 May 2015 Govett's Leap circuit Blue Mountains NP

Good walk, lovely day, lovely camp site. Good enjoyable pace. No issues.

Jo Rhoden

Jim Vaughn
Brian Tomney
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30 - 31 May 2015 Callendina Knoll Blue Mountains NP

The trip follow an interesting pattern. Tarred road - fire trail - walking track 
- faint track - off track - rock scrambling - scrub bashing, and then it all in 
reverse. We lost a walker before we had even left the firetrail (they turned back 
due to an existing injury) so our party dropped 25% to a small 3. Reaching the 
end of the very overgrown walking track which Linden Ridge fire trail turns into 
by lunch, we decided to add a few extra K’s on by seeing what the end of Linden 
Ridge had to offer. A fun scramble was necessary to get down to Wentworth 
Creek, which we then crossed and scrambled up the other side for a high camp. 
Callendina Knoll was then visited in the morning, a beautiful ridge walk from the 
North, and then after collecting water from Dawes Creek, we shot along Dawes 
Ridge to the cars to end the trip. Despite his large backpack, our prospective 
from Belgium kept up well. An enjoyable Q walk.

Alex Allchin

David Merrick
Alan Osland

P Members

Tim Van Langenhove

31 May 2015 Goolara Peak and Scrubbers Hump Blue Mountains NP

A great day out. Day started overcast but cleared after lunch. Strong party 
allowed us to start walking at 8:15am and finish by 5:15pm. 

I decided to alter our planned route as the contours on the map in the vicinity 
of Wallaroo Point looked very bunched suggesting a very steep descent. 
Considering that I'd never been to Wallaroo Point before I decided it would be 
wise to ascend rather than descend it on my first attempt. It was lucky we did it 
that way as it is a serious scramble and I doubt I would have picked the correct 
route down in time to finish the walk before dark. Anyway, thanks to Neil's 
prowess with scrambling/climbing, and the fact he had a 10m tape, we were 
able to negotiate the climb. The views from the ridge leading up to Scrubbers 
Hump were worth it. The change of route meant we didn't have time to ascend 
Goolara Peak so instead we walked down to Cox via Scrubbers Saddle then up 
Ironmonger. 

Prospective member George Cagle is a very strong walker. He handled the 
significant off-track component and the steep climbs and descents on this walk 
well.

Paul Barton

Neil Soutar

P Members

George Cagle

31 May 2015 Centennial Glen Blue Mountains NP

A rather miserable looking morning cleared up once the walk began. A pleasant 
walk, not too strenuous with pretty scenery. Enjoyable company.

Calogero Panvino

Anne-Marie Cooper
Alice Yang
Julio Rodrigues

Visitor

Vincent Panvino

31 May 2015 Redledge Pass Blue Mountains NP

The walk started at a chilly 8am at the locked gate at Narrow Neck. After the car 
shuffle we walked along Glenraphael Drive and took the foot track along Narrow 
Neck Plateau to Redledge Pass. We had morning tea from a great lookout on the 
pass overlooking the Megalong Valley. Once descending the pass we followed 
the ridge down to Corral Creek and found the ruins of a dwelling (with billy) 
from the shale mines and found the old tram track which took us all the way 
to Diamond Creek and the intersection of the Devils Hole track where we had 
lunch. The sun came out before we climbed Devil's Hole to Cliff Drive where the 
drivers had left their cars. It was an enjoyable day. After the car shuffle we had 
a 'Real Hot Chocolate' at the Hatters Café in Katoomba.

Pam Campbell

Scott Lee
Dirk Goes
Thuy Ho
Jose Correa
Chris Dowling
Marc Allas
Leigh McClintock

P Members

Alexa Bullen
Geoff Goodyer

http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-sbw-first-aid.seo
http://www.bushwalk.com
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Get all your hiking gear from the World’s
leading brands: www.paddypallin.com.au

The Scarpa Kinesis and Mythos 
GORETEX® 3 season Hiking boots 
defi ne a new standard in hiking 
comfort. ActiveFit technology means 
you can travel the distance with the 
perfect combination of ergonomic 
speed lacing, ankle padding and 
maximised freedom of movement.
Our go-to multi-day hiking boot.

Mythos

 
Kinesis

SYDNEY  507 Kent Street. Ph 9264 2685
MIRANDA 581-587 Kingsway. Ph 9525 6829
KATOOMBA 166 Katoomba Street. Ph 4782 4466
MAILORDER Customer Service & Information 1300 654 259
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